Edition Clustering in WorldCat Discovery and
WorldCat Local
Throughout the design, development and adoption of WorldCat Local and WorldCat Discovery, we
have heard many thoughtful questions and concerns about our approach to edition clustering—about
risks and benefits, about design decisions and about clustering errors. We have created this document
in response to member feedback to explain our edition clustering approach inspired by FRBR, which
we use for print monographs and other physical formats. Journal articles are handled differently, and
not discussed here.
This document describes the details of our approach that extend beyond the FRBR model, including
what specific details we choose to display at different stages in a user’s path. It identifies the kinds of
uses we believe we are currently supporting well, those we are aware we’re supporting less well and
what our plans for improvements are.

Important user journeys
When assessing the effects of edition clustering, it is useful to group user journeys under these broad
headings:
 Many users sometimes trust their library to offer them whatever is best.
 Many users sometimes know exactly what edition they want and how to describe it.
 Many users sometimes want to explore, and can’t specify in advance the exact attributes of the
things they will be interested in.
Past and ongoing research and testing, and comments and feedback through various channels, reveal
some patterns within each of these journeys.

1. Many users sometimes trust their library to offer whatever is best.
Many users, including many college students, expect their library to deliver the best edition of a work
without having to figure out for themselves which one that is. Our testing shows that many college
students understand that the most recent edition is generally preferable; few recognize they’re being
offered an older edition instead. But when we display the most widely-held edition or format by default,
it will too often be an older one. In response, we plan to make the most recently published locally-held
edition or format the default that displays in search results, unless only a different edition matches the
search terms.

2. Many users sometimes know exactly what item they want and how to
describe it.
A college student assigned an item from a reading list or a researcher tracing a citation is aware that he
or she is looking for a specific edition, and knows something specific about that edition (date, publisher,
perhaps a particular editor or translator). In our usability tests, college students looking for a specific
edition often search by including edition-specific information in the keyword search box. This type of
specific search retrieves an edition that matches all the search criteria, rather than the most widely-held
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edition of the work. For example, a search with a Russian-language title displays a Russian-language
edition, even if it is not the most-widely held locally-owned edition. We've seen in extensive testing that
the current implementation works quite well in cases where searchers include edition-specific
information like dates, as they often do. However, getting a specific edition can be difficult for users who
do not specify something distinctive about the edition they want in their search.

3. Many users sometimes want to explore, but can’t specify in advance the
exact attributes of interest.
For subject or author searches, where users select between works, edition clustering prevents search
results from being swamped with many editions of the same work.
When exploration focuses on different editions of the same work (when a user is not looking for a
particular edition, but just wants to know what there is: Is there a Russian edition? What's the earliest
edition?) or when an advanced researcher wants to learn about all the editions of a work that have
been published with their dates and languages, the researcher will be interested in a list of all editions
of the work. In our current implementation, reviewing such a list requires unreasonable time and
patience. Proposed improvements to the list of editions for each work, including filtering for this list,
should make exploring the range of different editions of a work easier.

The FRBR model
Our approach of bringing together related editions under the concept of an abstract work—but not the
details of how we display those editions or which editions we show under specific circumstances—is
inspired by IFLA’s FRBR model. The FRBR reference model for bibliographic data defines, in a broad
way, the entities, attributes and relationships that are important to represent in the records that libraries
and library users typically exchange. FRBR specifies that intellectual or artistic products include the
following types of entities:





The work, a distinct intellectual or artistic creation.
The expression, the intellectual or artistic realization of a work.
The manifestation, the physical embodiment of an expression of a work.
The item, a single exemplar of a manifestation.

Source: http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html
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OCLC’s implementation of edition clustering inspired by FRBR
As records enter the WorldCat database, OCLC’s edition clustering algorithms work in the background
to identify and cluster records for all manifestations and expressions of a given intellectual work,
including different languages, different translations in the same language, and editions with different
dates and publishers.
When a user does a search in WorldCat Discovery or WorldCat Local, the initial search results page
shows just one edition from each cluster, a default edition. The edition that displays matches all the
search criteria, so if a user includes a date, publisher, editor or a language limit, the search result
shows an edition that matches those criteria. If more than one edition in your library matches all the
search criteria, the edition your library holds that is most widely-held across all WorldCat libraries will
represent the cluster. This design decision makes the most recent and desirable editions a library holds
less visible when older editions have more holdings. We intend to change the criteria and instead show
the most recent matching edition your library holds as the default edition on search results.
We tested search results that summarize each work cluster (showing how many formats, how many
languages and what range of dates the cluster included) with academic users. In this testing, we found
that those users did not expect or prefer to see an abstract “work” record on search results—the
complexity of the different editions was something they cared about later, if at all.
In a departure from FRBR, we refer to manifestations as editions. In another departure, within the list of
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editions and formats for a work, we don’t present some more closely-related manifestations (different
editions of the same translation, for example) as a distinct expression within the work. Consequently, all
editions appear together in a single list under the Editions and Formats heading, without editions of the
same translation being grouped more closely together within the list.

Display of edition clusters in WorldCat Discovery
Search result: This library has not switched on the “View all editions” link.

Item 1 represents multiple editions, but there’s no clue that this is the case because there is no “View
all editions” link.
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Search result: This library has enabled the “View all editions” link.

Item 1 represents multiple editions. The “View all editions” has proven in testing to raise
awareness and provide an effective path to other editions.
Detail view

The collapsed Editions & Formats section is the only clue there are other editions.
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Editions and Formats list

Planned enhancements to the Editions and Formats list will make the list easier to manipulate through
filtering.

Proposed new design for Editions and Formats list
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How we build and maintain edition clusters
OCLC’s clustering algorithms primarily use names, title and format to cluster editions. Translations are
retrieved with the original work, based on information mined from WorldCat when relationships between
a translation and the original work can be identified.
MARC data does not always include the information needed or does not record it in a usable way.
Sometimes cataloging is too varied or unreliable. Examples include some TV series, remakes of
movies and book series. Collected works can cause problems because the collected titles may or may
not reference the included titles, which might have been cataloged individually. Some relationships are
built manually to solve specific problems.
Differentiating between an expression and a new derived work can be subjective and difficult even with
the objects in hand—sometimes certainty is impossible based on metadata alone.
Clusters are built from scratch each month. New data, plus fixes to algorithms, can result in seven to
ten percent of clusters changing on a monthly basis.

How we discover edition clustering problems and fix them
OCLC staff routinely receive reports of the largest clusters (based on the number of editions or the
number of holdings) and of a random sample of changed clusters. We examine these for clustering
problems. Reports from users to OCLC Customer Support also reveal clustering problems. We
investigate to find patterns, determine the role clustering algorithms or data quality play, and develop
solutions. We install fixes monthly. Improvements ordinarily affect many more records than those that
are reported, because the corrections are based on patterns of problems.

Conclusions
Edition clustering is one of the tools that help make the world’s largest library catalog useful to
individual libraries for revealing their own collections and the broader range of group and global
resources.
For many common cases, edition clustering is demonstrably beneficial:



For topical searches, author searches and other exploratory searches where users choose
between works, edition clustering prevents many very similar editions of the same work from
swamping search results—making selection between different works easier.
For searches where a user is looking for a specific edition and they include something explicit
about that edition in the search, edition clustering doesn’t hide matching editions because we
select the matching edition to represent the whole work cluster in search results.
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However, we have made some design decisions that can impair the experience of some common
cases:






Showing the widely-held, locally-owned edition as the default edition in search results (unless
another edition matches the search more closely) sometimes eclipses a more desirable more
recent edition that is locally owned. We plan to change this to display the most recent locallyheld edition.
When we made the “View all editions” link on search results a configurable option (defaulting to
off), the effect, for libraries that didn’t choose to display this link, was loss of a valuable
indication that other editions are available locally. Library staff can change this by adjusting their
profile in OCLC Service Configuration.
The list of editions and formats of a work can be difficult to navigate when it is long. We are
developing a design that provides better tools for exploring the list of editions within each work.

Improving discovery of the desired editions and formats is a high priority for us. This effort is a
collaborative process, and we appreciate your input. If you have experienced a clustering issue or have
feedback for the OCLC team, please post your comment in the Community Center or contact us at
worldcatpm@oclc.org.
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